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1. Summary
During mitosis, human cells exhibit a peak of protein phosphorylation that

alters the behaviour of a significant proportion of proteins, driving a dramatic

transformation in the cell’s shape, intracellular structures and biochemistry.

These mitotic phosphorylation events are catalysed by several families of

protein kinases, including Auroras, Cdks, Plks, Neks, Bubs, Haspin and

Mps1/TTK. The catalytic activities of these kinases are activated by phos-

phorylation and through protein–protein interactions. In this review, we

summarize the current state of knowledge of the structural basis of mitotic

kinase activation mechanisms. This review aims to provide a clear and compre-

hensive primer on these mechanisms to a broad community of researchers,

bringing together the common themes, and highlighting specific differences.

Along the way, we have uncovered some features of these proteins that have

previously gone unreported, and identified unexplored questions for future

work. The dysregulation of mitotic kinases is associated with proliferative dis-

orders such as cancer, and structural biology will continue to play a critical role

in the development of chemical probes used to interrogate disease biology and

applied to the treatment of patients.
2. Protein kinases in mitotic regulation
The eukaryotic cell cycle can be very broadly divided into two main stages:

mitosis and interphase. During mitosis, the condensed chromosomes segregate

into two genetically identical daughter cells so that each daughter cell contains

a full set of chromosomes and a single centrosome. Chromosome segregation is

carried out by the mitotic spindle, a dynamic molecular machine formed from

microtubules and hundreds of other proteins. The fidelity of chromosome seg-

regation is enhanced by cell-cycle checkpoints such as the spindle assembly

checkpoint (SAC), which monitors the assembly of the mitotic spindle and

delays chromosome segregation until every chromosome is correctly attached

to spindle microtubules via kinetochores [1]. Mitotic events require precise con-

trol and coordination, involving a large number of proteins, including protein

kinases, working together to choreograph the interplay between chromosomes

and microtubules (figure 1). The activities of a subset of protein kinases are cru-

cial for the proper regulation of mitosis, and disruption of any of these proteins

can generate an aberrant mitotic phenotype. Dysregulation of mitotic kinases

can result in severe mitotic defects that result in aneuploidy and genetic

instability. These defects can subsequently give rise to a variety of diseases of

chromosomal aberrations, such as cancer and Down’s syndrome [2–4]. Mitotic

kinases are attractive cancer drug targets as alternatives to current anti-mitotic

drugs used in the clinic, which function by binding microtubules. The
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Figure 1. An illustration of the protein kinases that are discussed in this review and the mitotic events they coordinate. Many of the kinases play roles in multiple
stages of mitosis. Progress through the cell cycle is restricted by checkpoints that serve to maintain the fidelity of genetic transmission (red boxes).
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expectation is that compounds targeting mitotic kinases

should exhibit fewer dose-limiting side effects as they

would not target non-dividing cells [5]. The elaboration of

the functions of mitotic kinases is a highly active subject of

research and the state of play has been recently reviewed [6].

The activities of mitotic kinases are regulated in both

space and time by post-translational modifications and

protein–protein interactions. The most common forms of

post-translational modification are phosphorylation (usually

activating the kinase) and ubiquitination (generally targeting

the kinase to the proteasome for degradation). Protein-

binding partners can either stimulate or activate kinase

activity, and can specify the subcellular localization of a

population of the kinase. Unravelling these mechanisms of

regulation will be crucial for understanding the aetiology of

some human diseases and developing new treatments for

patients. The regulatory mechanisms of these kinases have

previously been compared individually with those of the

archetypal examples such as protein kinase A (PKA) or

cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks). We feel that a cross-

comparison of mitotic kinases will be helpful for those in

the mitosis field, and to highlight the ways in which these

kinases diverge from archetypal kinases.

In this review, we appraise the available structural infor-

mation on the mitotic kinases and describe how this has
revealed mechanisms of regulation at the molecular level.

There are many protein kinases that influence mitotic events,

but for reasons of brevity and clarity, this review will focus

on the subset of kinase families that have members that are

generally agreed to carry out their main function during mito-

sis, and for which there are available crystal structures: Cdk,

Plk, Aurora, Nek, Bub, Haspin and Mps1/TTK. We will

describe the crystal structures that have been determined,

summarize the important conserved structural features that

are crucial for activity and activation, and explain the key

mechanisms of their regulation (table 1).
3. Families of mitotic kinases
There are 518 known protein kinases in the human kinome

that are divided by primary sequence into seven groups [7].

With the exception of Cdks and Lats kinases, which belong

in the CMGC and AGC families, respectively, most mitotic

kinases are somewhat divergent from archetypal members

of the seven groups. As we will see, this divergence is also

reflected in their structures and specific regulatory mechan-

isms. We briefly outline the functions and regulation of

selected mitotic kinase families below, and refer to the

many excellent reviews that are available for further details.
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3.1. Cyclin-dependent kinases
Cdks are a large family of serine/threonine kinases that have

been well studied since their discovery in the 1970s [8]. Cdks

become active when bound to their cognate cyclin partner

protein, and subsequently by phosphorylation by a Cdk-

activating kinase (CAK) [9,10]. As their name suggests, the

level of cyclin protein expression, and hence Cdk activity,

varies through the cell cycle. Hence, different Cdk/cyclin

complexes function in distinct phases of the cell cycle, with,

for example, Cdk2/Cyclin E associated with G1/S pro-

gression, and Cdk1/Cyclin B associated with M-phase entry.

Cdk1 was first discovered in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(cdc28) and in Schizosaccharomyces pombe (cdc2), and is the

key regulator of the G2/M transition, when it is subject to

control by the DNA damage checkpoint [11]. Cdk1 is regu-

lated by inhibitory phosphorylation on Thr14 and Tyr15,

which is reversed by phosphatases of the Cdc25 family [9].

Cdk1 forms a complex with Cyclin B, and is then phosphory-

lated by CAK. Cdk1/Cyclin B activity drives cells into

mitosis through phosphorylation of many substrates that con-

tribute to chromosome condensation, nuclear envelope

breakdown and spindle assembly [11]. Cdk1/Cyclin B

also stimulates activation of the anaphase-promoting

complex/cyclosome (APC/C), which is required to trigger

chromosome segregation through proteolytic degradation of

securin, and mitotic exit through degradation of cyclin B,

thereby leading to the loss of cellular Cdk1 activity.

3.2. Polo-like kinases
There are four Polo-like kinases (Plk1–4), all of which are pro-

posed to have functional roles within the cell cycle [12,13]. Plks

are serine/threonine kinases, which possess an N-terminal cat-

alytic domain, a destruction box (D-box) and a C-terminal

region containing either one or two polo-box domains [14].

The best-characterized member of the family is Polo-

like-kinase-1 (Plk1), which is known to play an essential role

in many processes associated with cell division, including

mitotic entry, centrosome separation, bipolar spindle assembly

and cytokinesis. Expression of Plk1 is highest in late G2, where it

regulates Cdk1/Cyclin B activity through phosphorylation

of the phosphatase Cdc25, and in M phase, where it has many

substrates. Plk1 is activated through phosphorylation on its acti-

vation loop by upstream kinases including Aurora-A, and

phosphorylation of Plk1 peaks between metaphase and

anaphase [15]. In late mitosis, Plk1 is ubiquitinated by the

APC/C, leading to its degradation by the proteasome [12,16].

3.3. Aurora kinases
The first members of the Aurora family of serine/threonine

protein kinases were discovered in yeast and Drosophila
[13,17,18]. Although yeast have only a single Aurora kinase,

and Drosophila have two, there are three members of this

family in humans: Aurora-A, -B and -C. Aurora-A is associ-

ated with centrosomes and the mitotic spindle, and

functions in mitotic entry, centrosome maturation and mitotic

spindle assembly, and phosphorylates microtubule-associ-

ated proteins such as TACC3 [19,20]. Aurora-A also has

non-mitotic roles in neurite extension and in stimulating the

disassembly of cilia [21,22]. During early mitosis, Aurora-B

associates with chromosomes, and phosphorylates histone
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H3 on Ser10 and Ser28 [23]. Aurora-B is part of the chromo-

some passenger complex (CPC), a key component of the SAC

and also functions in cytokinesis [24]. Aurora-C is expressed

only in a few tissues and is believed to fulfil a similar function

to Aurora-B [25].

All three Aurora kinases are activated by phosphorylation

and through the binding of partner proteins, and are targeted

for degradation by the APC/C. They have two domains: an

N-terminal domain that includes regulatory elements and a

C-terminal catalytic domain. The regulatory domain varies

greatly among the family, whereas the C-terminal catalytic

domains are about 70 per cent homologous [26].

3.4. Never in mitosis A-related kinases
Never in mitosis A (NIMA)-related serine/threonine kinases

(Neks) were first identified in Aspergillus nidulans, where

NIMA was shown to be essential for progression through

the cell cycle [27,28]. There are 11 members of the Nek

family in humans, of which Neks 2, 6, 7 and 9 are strongly

implicated in mitotic function [29]. Of the human Nek

kinases, all but Nek6 and Nek7 have a C-terminal region

that encodes coiled-coil motifs and/or b-propeller domains

of the regulator of chromosome condensation 1 family.

Nek2 and Nek9 are believed to form homodimers through

their coiled-coil motifs [30,31].

Nek2 has the highest homology at an amino acid level to

the archetypal NIMA protein from Aspergillus and functions

in centrosome separation by phosphorylating tethering pro-

teins such as C-Nap1 [32,33]. Nek2 activity peaks during

the transition from G2 to M phase after protein phosphatase

1 (PP1) inactivation and phosphorylation [34]. Once cells

enter mitosis, Nek2 is ubiquitinated by APC/C-Cdc20 and

then degraded [35,36]. Nek9 is upstream of Neks 6 and 7 in

a recently characterized mitotic pathway that functions in

bipolar spindle assembly and centrosome separation [29,37].

Nek9 is thought to activate Nek6 and Nek7 through phos-

phorylation and allosteric mechanisms [38,39]. Very few

downstream substrates of these kinases have been identified,

with the exception of the microtubule motor protein Eg5,

which is a Nek6 substrate in centrosome separation, and

Nedd1, which is a Nek9 substrate in the recruitment of

g-tubulin to centrosomes [40,41].

3.5. Budding uninhibited by benzimidazoles
Budding uninhabited by benzimidazole (Bub) proteins were

first discovered in S. cerevisiae, and there are two known

members of this family of serine/threonine protein kinases

in humans: Bub1 and Bub1B/BubR1. There are several

recent reviews that describe their functions, which we briefly

describe below [42–44].

Bub1 and BubR1 both localize to kinetochores and are

thought to play dual roles, contributing to the SAC and to

the regulation of kinetochore–MT attachments. The precise

contribution of the catalytic activities of Bubs to the SAC is

under active investigation, and many substrates of these

kinases are yet to be discovered. These proteins also have

scaffolding roles. Bub1 localizes to kinetochores in early pro-

phase, and determines kinetochore recruitment of a number

of proteins, including BubR1 and an adaptor protein Bub3.

The kinetochore localization of Bub1 and BubR1 depend on

their N-terminal TPR domains. Both kinases interact with
the b-propeller domain of Bub3 through their Gle2-binding

sequence motifs. These interactions have been characterized

by X-ray crystallography [45–47].

3.6. Haploid germ-cell-specific nuclear protein kinase
Haploid germ-cell-specific nuclear protein kinase (Haspin) is a

serine/threonine protein kinase that has an atypical catalytic

domain that is highly divergent from other eukaryotic protein

kinases at the sequence level [48]. Haspin was first identified

in mice as the product of the germ-cell-specific gene-2 and is

conserved in other eukaryotes, including S. cerevisiae. Haspin

depletion results in defective chromosome alignment on the

metaphase plate and a delay in mitotic exit due to activation

of the SAC, thought to arise in part from loss of chromosome

cohesion. The most clearly defined substrate of Haspin is

residue Thr3 of histone H3 (HH3-Thr3), a mitosis-specific

modification that is required to localize the CPC to centromeres

and activate Aurora-B [49,50]. The domain structure of Haspin

comprises a C-terminal catalytic domain and an N-terminal

region of unknown structure that is highly divergent between

Haspin homologues. Haspin protein levels and catalytic

activity appear to be constant through the cell cycle. Indeed,

although Aurora-B phosphorylates Haspin, leading to an

increase in the phosphorylation of HH3-Thr3, this is not

through an increase in the intrinsic activity of Haspin [51].

Therefore, regulation of the phosphorylation of Haspin

substrates such as HH3-Thr3 is thought to occur through

alternative mechanisms such as phosphatases, or through the

binding of a protein that inhibits Haspin activity.

3.7. Monopolar spindle-1
Monopolar spindle-1 (Mps1) is a dual-specificity kinase that

was first identified in S. cerevisiae as having multiple cell-

cycle functions, including duplication of the spindle pole

body, the functional equivalent of the centrosome and the

SAC (reviewed by Liu & Winey [52]). Human Mps1, also

known as TTK, is required for proper chromosome alignment

on the metaphase plate and for the fidelity of chromosome

segregation, and might also have a role at centrosomes. Evi-

dence is clearest for a role in the SAC, as depletion of Mps1

by RNAi or blocking Mps1 activity using small molecule

inhibitors abrogates the checkpoint and markedly reduces the

duration of mitosis (reviewed by Lan & Cleveland [53]). One

key contribution of Mps1 to the SAC is in recruitment of

other checkpoint components to the kinetochore, including

Mad1, Mad2, Bub1, BubR1 and Bub3.

The catalytic domain of Mps1 is in the C-terminal region,

and the N-terminal region includes TPR repeats that promote

homodimer formation, which is important for proper Mps1

function [54]. Mps1 becomes phosphorylated on multiple

sites during mitosis, which is at least partly due to auto-

phosphorylation, and phospho-Mps1 is localized to both

kinetochores and centrosomes [55]. In late mitosis, Mps1 is

ubiquitinated by the APC/C and subsequently degraded [56].
4. The hallmarks of active kinase
architecture

The first crystal structure of a protein kinase was of PKA in

its active form, determined by the Taylor laboratory [57].
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(green), ATP (magenta), substrate protein (grey). (a) Architecture of the archetypal protein kinase A (PKA) catalytic domain in cartoon representation, with key
residues shown as sticks and the ADP ligand shown as spheres (PDB code 1JBP). The side chains of the four residues that comprise the hydrophobic spine are
surrounded by a wire mesh. This and all subsequent structure figures were produced using PYMOL. (b) Magnified view of the active site and residues involved in
regulation. Key interactions between residues are indicated with dashed black lines; these do not necessarily imply hydrogen bonds. (c) Schematic that summarizes
the major features of the kinase active conformation. Versions of this diagram will be used throughout the text to illustrate differences between inactive and active
states of protein kinases. Three key interactions are labelled in black. (d ) Schematic diagram to illustrate the canonical interactions between the phosphorylated
residue of the activation loop and basic residues in the aC-helix, b9 and the HRD motif. These interactions are not all conserved in mitotic kinases. For example,
Aurora-A and Plk1 lack the basic residue on b9, and instead have a basic residue on the activation loop (shown with fainter colouring). The different parts of the
activation segment are labelled, such as the Pþ1 loop that recognizes the Pþ1 residue of the substrate protein.
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This structure serves as a model for understanding the

features of an active kinase. Structures of well over a hun-

dred protein kinases have been determined, and these

have yielded valuable insights into their mechanisms of

catalysis and regulation [58–60]. The protein kinase fold

is composed of two sub-domains: the N-terminal lobe

(N-lobe) and the C-terminal lobe (C-lobe), connected by a

flexible hinge region (figure 2a). The N-lobe is made up of

a five-stranded b-sheet and (usually) two a-helices, of

which the aC-helix is the structurally most conserved,

whereas the larger C-lobe is mainly a-helical. A molecule

of ATP binds in the cleft between the two lobes. The adeno-

sine base forms H-bonds with the kinase hinge region, the

ribose moiety binds to the ribose binding pocket and

the phosphate groups interact with the Gly-rich loop,

which is also called the phosphate-binding loop (P-loop).
Sites phosphorylated by kinases usually lie within unstruc-

tured regions of proteins, and structural studies using

substrate peptides have shown that the C-lobe recognizes

the sequence on either side of the phosphorylated residues

[61,62]. In this review, we will not go into any further

depth regarding the catalytic mechanism of kinases or

how they recognize ATP and protein substrates, which

have been reviewed elsewhere [59]. Instead, we will focus

on the key features of protein kinase structure, and explain

how structural changes are related to different states of

activity among mitotic kinases. A set of highly conserved

motifs form the catalytic core and key regulatory features

of protein kinases, as detailed below (figure 2b,c). Intrigu-

ingly, most mitotic kinases are divergent in at least one of

these canonical motifs, perhaps reflecting their unusual

regulatory mechanisms (table 1).
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The HRD and DFG motifs are defining features of protein

kinases, and the aspartic acids in these motifs are essential cat-

alytic residues. The aspartate residue of the HRD motif acts as a

base catalyst that deprotonates the substrate side chain serine/

threonine, and this region of the kinase is sometimes referred to

as the catalytic loop [63]. The aspartate of the DFG motif

coordinates a magnesium ion that activates the gamma phos-

phate of ATP, and this region of kinases is often called the

magnesium (Mg2þ)-binding loop. As with any enzyme, these

residues must be positioned correctly and in the appropriate

chemical environment in order for the kinase to catalyse phos-

phate transfer. In active kinases, the DFG motif adopts the

DFG-in conformation, and contacts the HRD motif through a

hydrophobic interaction. Displacement of these motifs into

positions incompatible with catalysis is part of the regulatory

mechanism of many kinases and can also be induced by

small molecule inhibitors of kinases, as exemplified by the

DFG-out conformation of cAbl that is induced by Imatinib/

Glivec, used in the treatment of chronic myelogenous

leukaemia and gastrointestinal stromal tumours [64].

The lysine–glutamate salt bridge between the ammonium

group of the lysine and the carboxylate group of the gluta-

mate is a characteristic feature of active protein kinases. The

lysine is located on the b3-strand and the glutamate is located

on the aC-helix, and the bridge thus links these two impor-

tant structural elements of the N-lobe together. The lysine

also interacts with the terminal phosphate groups of ATP,

stabilizing them in the correct position for catalysis [59].

The hydrophobic spine is a recently defined feature of active

kinase structures and is made up of the side chains of

four hydrophobic residues (figure 2 and table 1). The first

side chain comes from the b4 strand in the N-terminal

lobe; the second comes from the adjacent aC helix; the

third is the phenylalanine residue from the DFG motif; and,

finally, the fourth member of the spine is the histidine residue

from the HRD motif [65]. The relative positions of these four

residues are strikingly similar in active kinase structures,

where they form a continuous hydrophobic chain, or

‘spine’, shown as a green wire mesh in figure 2b.

The activation segment starts at the DFG motif and ends

at a sequence that has the consensus alanine–proline–gluta-

mic acid, called the APE motif (figure 2d ). It is often called

the T-loop or activation loop, but we will reserve this latter

term for a portion of the activation segment that contains

the primary site of activating phosphorylation, following

the same naming convention as Nolen et al. [60]. The acti-

vation segment includes several important features that are

conserved in active kinase structures. Strand b9 pairs with

b6 within the catalytic loop, immediately N-terminal to

the HRD motif. The activation loop is variable in length

and sequence, and is the primary site of regulatory phos-

phorylation [59]. The P þ 1 loop forms a pocket that

interacts with the P þ 1 site of substrates, and must therefore

form the right conformation for efficient catalysis. In serine/

threonine kinases, this requires a conserved H-bond between

a threonine (or serine) within the P þ 1 loop, which is

usually preceded by a glycine (forming a conserved GT

motif ), and the aspartic acid of the HRD motif. In tyrosine

kinases, the residue equivalent to the threonine of the GT

motif is usually a proline.

The phosphorylated residue on the activation loop is typically

coordinated by the side chains of basic residues at specific

positions on three different structural features, namely the
residue preceding the glutamic acid on aC, the residue

three positions C-terminal to the DFG motif on b9 and the

arginine residue of the HRD motif (figure 2d ). This three-

point attachment helps to stabilize the activation segment in

the correct conformation for substrate binding.

Every mitotic kinase that has been crystallized diverges

from the canonical sequence in at least one of these motifs

(highlighted in bold in table 1), and the implications of this

will be discussed throughout the review. For example, the

mitotic kinases Nek6, Nek7, Nek9, Haspin and Bub1 all

have non-canonical DFG motifs, although all conserve the

aspartic acid (table 1). However, in this case, there is as yet

no evidence that these divergent DFG motifs confer a sub-

stantial biochemical difference. Indeed, when the divergent

leucine of Nek7 was mutated to the more common phenyl-

alanine, the mutant protein exhibited comparable activity to

the wild-type protein [39].

At present, there are crystal structures of active and inac-

tive forms of Aurora-A kinase and Plk1. The structure of

Haspin has been resolved in an active form, whereas those

of Aurora-B and Bub1 are only available for a partially

active form. Mitotic kinases with only the inactive structure

include Nek2, Nek7, Haspin and Mps1/TTK. The molecular

detail obtained from the structures of these kinases in active

and inactive conformations, in conjunction with information

from biochemical assay methods, have greatly facilitated

the elucidation of protein kinase regulatory mechanisms.

Mitotic kinases for which there are currently no structures

available include Cdk1, Aurora-C, Plk2, Plk3, Nek6, Nek9,

Lats1, Lats2, Bub1b and Greatwall.
5. Common themes among the regulatory
strategies of protein kinases

Looking at mitotic kinases from a structural perspective, it

becomes apparent that kinase activation is not a binary process

(from inactive to active), but that there are intermediate states

that may exhibit varying degrees of activity [66]. We will refer

to these as either ‘inactive’ or ‘partially active’ states, because it

is difficult to judge how much catalytic activity these states

possess, based on structures alone. However, it is straightfor-

ward to identify which conformational changes need to

occur in order to bring about a fully active conformation,

and hence the mechanisms of activation can be inferred.

Kinases can adopt a variety of inactive conformations, and

the intricate control mechanisms of protein kinases are extre-

mely diverse. Nevertheless, the strategies used to regulate

the catalytic activities of a protein can readily be categorized

into phosphorylation (and consequently dephosphorylation),

autoinhibition and the binding of a partner protein [58,59].

Some kinases may use more than one of these mechanisms

in order to change their conformation from an inactive struc-

ture to an active structure and thereby achieve full activation.

All three mechanisms are used in the regulation of Cdk2,

which on its own exists in an inactive, autoinhibited state,

achieves partial activity upon binding of Cyclin A and

achieves full activity only when this complex is phosphory-

lated on the activation loop (figure 3) [67–69]. The activation

of Cdk2 has been extensively characterized, and it thus

serves as a useful basis for the analysis of other kinase acti-

vation mechanisms. In this review, we will only discuss

aspects of Cdk2 regulation that have clear relevance to the
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Figure 3. A schematic to summarize Cdk2 activation. (a) A simplified scheme showing two-step activation of Cdk2 by Cyclin A binding and CAK phosphorylation.
The first step of Cdk2 activation is through binding of a cyclin partner protein, which induces a number of conformational changes, resulting in a partially active
kinase that bears many of the hallmarks of an active kinase structure. Cyclin binding also exposes Thr160 within the activation loop to solvent, allowing access to an
activating kinase. The second step of Cdk2 activation is phosphorylation on Thr160, by a variety of kinases collectively called Cdk-activating kinase (CAK). (b) A
schematic of inactive Cdk2 alone (PDB code 1HCK), following the same conventions as figure 2c. The structure of Cdk2 appears as if incompletely folded, with many
structural elements displaced from their expected positions. (c) The structure of Cyclin A-bound Cdk2 (PDB code 1FIN) reveals a partly active conformation, with the
Lys – Glu salt bridge in place. Cyclin A is coloured green, with key structural elements that bind Cdk2 labelled. (d ) The phosphorylated Cdk2/Cyclin A structure (PDB
code 1JST) resembles that of active PKA, with all the expected interactions in place.
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mitotic kinases; other aspects (such as inhibitory proteins)

have been reviewed elsewhere [10].
6. The structural mechanisms of regulation
by autoinhibition

We think it is helpful to draw a distinction between

autoinhibited and inactive kinase states because they are

potentially different stages in a kinase activation mechanism.

We think of autoinhibition as an intramolecular mechanism

that blocks the activity of the kinase, as distinct from low

activity (or unactivated) states of the kinase or inhibitory

events mediated by other factors. From a structural perspec-

tive, an autoinhibited kinase exhibits a clearly defined (and

ordered) feature that prevents activity. Crucially, there

should be a clearly defined physiologically relevant event

that antagonizes the autoinhibitory mechanism, as a precur-

sor to activation. Autoinhibition allows kinases to be kept

in an inactive state, and thus release is an initial step in the

pathway of protein kinase activation. For example, a kinase

that is capable of self-activation (through autophosphoryla-

tion) may use an autoinhibitory mechanism to prevent

inappropriate kinase activity. Another defining feature of

an autoinhibited conformation is that it can be reversed

through mutation, leading to dramatic increases in kinase

activity, and perhaps the best-known example of this is the

Val600Glu mutation of BRAF, a driver mutation in cancers

such as melanoma [70]. Two typical modes of autoinhibition

are the binding of a regulatory domain to the catalytic

domain and a conformation of the activation segment that
blocks the active site, as exemplified by Src/Abl and BRAF,

respectively [70–72].

The first crystal structure of Cdk2 revealed an autoinhib-

ited conformation in which the active site is partially blocked

by the activation segment (figures 3b and 4a) [67]. The five

residues C-terminal to the DFG motif form a small helix that

sits in the active site, and this conformation of the activation

segment is incompatible with productive binding of protein

substrate, although ATP is able to bind to the active site. The

structure exhibits additional features that explain catalytic

inactivity—the a1 helix (equivalent to aC of PKA) is displaced

from what would be expected in an active kinase structure,

there is no Lys–Glu salt bridge, and the hydrophobic spine

is interrupted between Leu55 (a1/aC) and Phe146 (DFG

motif). The hydroxyl group of Thr160 is buried in the struc-

ture, preventing efficient phosphorylation by CAK. This

autoinhibitory conformation is relieved through the binding

of a cyclin protein, which is described below. There is currently

no available structure of Cdk1, although it is probably

regulated through a similar mechanism.

Structures of Nek2 bound to a number of different ligands

suggest that it too may have an autoinhibited form involving

the activation segment. The first structure of Nek2, deter-

mined by the groups of Smerdon and Knapp, bound to a

pyrrole–indolinone inhibitor, revealed a helical conforma-

tion of the DFG motif and five residues that follow that is

very similar to the conformation of autoinhibited Cdk2

(figure 4b) [73]. Indeed, this feature is conserved between

Cdk2 and Neks at the sequence level. Our structure of

Nek2 bound to a non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue, which

arguably represents a more physiological state of the
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the kinase and the ligand bound to the active site are shown. The activation
loop is coloured green – blue, and the Ser/Thr residue that is phosphorylated
upon kinase activation is coloured yellow in structures in which it was
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kinase, shows that the activation segment forms two

helices that would prevent binding of substrate peptide,

the first of which closely resembles the situation in Cdk2

(figure 4b) [74]. In both Nek2 structures, self-activation is

prevented because the Lys–Glu salt bridge is blocked by

the helix formed from the activation segment. Further struc-

tures of Nek2 from our laboratory bound to more than

a dozen different ligands indicate that the activation

segment of Nek2 is able to adopt many different confor-

mations, and it remains to be discovered which of them, if

any, represent a physiological autoinhibitory conformation

of the kinase [75–77].
The activation segment of Aurora-A can adopt related

inactive conformations in the presence of adenosine, a quina-

zoline-based inhibitor or the MLN8054 inhibitor (figure 4c)

[78–80]. A common feature of these three conformations is

the interaction between the activation segment and the aC-

helix, which blocks the lysine–glutamate salt bridge. When

bound to MLN8054, the DFG motif adopts a flipped DFG-

up conformation distinct from DFG-out, in which Trp277

packs against Val174 and occupies a very similar position

to that observed for Val600 in the BRAF structure, suggesting

that this structure might represent an autoinhibitory state.

Consistent with this idea, mutation of Val174 to methionine

increases kinase activity and has been identified in melanoma

as a potential cancer driver mutation [81].

There is evidence for a mechanistically distinct form of

autoinhibition in Nek kinases. In Nek2, Nek6, Nek7 and

Nek9, the residue on the b4-strand that would be expected

to form part of the hydrophobic spine in the active confor-

mation is a tyrosine residue (Tyr70Nek2, Tyr108Nek6 and

Tyr97Nek7 and Tyr104Nek9). In our Nek7 structure, this resi-

due appears to be crucial in coordinating the key residues

within the active site and holding the kinase in the inactive

state (figure 5a) [39]. The crystal structure of Nek7 reveals

that Tyr97 is held in the ‘down’ conformation and hydrogen

bonds to Leu180 of its non-canonical DLG motif. The aro-

matic ring of the tyrosine is sandwiched between the

Leu111 of the hinge region and Leu86, preventing formation

of the salt bridge between Lys63 and Glu82, which is essen-

tial for catalysis [39]. Mutation of Tyr97Nek7 to Ala increases

kinase activity and leads to loss of cell-cycle regulation. We

postulated that autoinhibition is reversed by association

with the non-catalytic domain of Nek9, which can enhance

the activity of wild-type Nek7 but not the Tyr97Ala

mutant. As Nek6 is so similar in domain structure and hom-

ology to Nek7, it is predicted that Nek6 possesses an

equivalent inhibitory tyrosine residue, and indeed mutation

of Tyr108Nek6 increases kinase activity. Autoinhibition of

Nek6 and Nek7 is necessary for maintaining low levels of

activity of these mitotic kinases during interphase [39], and

inappropriately active kinase leads to cell death. An autoinhi-

bitory role for the tyrosine residue of Nek2 or Nek9 has not

yet been examined, but the aromatic side chain of

Tyr70Nek2 can flip down into the active site in the presence

of some ATP-competitive inhibitors, in a way that closely

resembles the autoinhibitory mechanism of Nek7 [39,76].

The structure of Bub1, resolved by the Yu group, has

many of the hallmarks of an active kinase, but exhibits a

number of unusual features, including a non-canonical

hydrophobic spine and a potentially autoinhibitory confor-

mation of the activation segment incompatible with

substrate protein binding (figure 5b) [82]. The aC-helix is

shifted compared with other kinases, although the lysine–

glutamate pair remains intact. Coupled with this, there is a

radical alteration to the hydrophobic spine: the usual hydro-

phobic spine position on the aC-helix is occupied by Gly834,

and the b4-strand residue (Phe852) appears to compensate

for this by being in the ‘down’ position to form a three-resi-

due spine instead of the usual four. The activation segment

of Bub1 is well ordered, but adopts a conformation that

would be expected to block substrate access to the active

sites and hence may be autoinhibitory. Asp917 of the non-

canonical HRD motif (of sequence HGD) does not interact

with a threonine, and in the paper that describes the
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structure, Thr960 is described as the likely partner because it

lies within a canonical GT motif. Thr960 is about 20 Å away

from Asp917 and is buried, suggesting that a major confor-

mational change would be required to produce the fully

active conformation of the activation segment. However, we

think that Thr968 is a more likely candidate to interact with

Asp917, even though it is not in a canonical GT motif and

is instead preceded by a glutamic acid. Thr968 is only 9 Å

away from Asp917, and it lies in the expected position five

residues N-terminal to the non-canonical APE motif of

Bub1 (actual sequence CVE, which sits at the equivalent pos-

ition in the structure, at the start of aEF; figures 5 and 6).

Indeed, mutation of Thr968 to alanine dramatically reduced

kinase activity, consistent with its role in forming an inter-

action with the catalytic Asp917 residue. If this were the

case, a relatively small change would be required to produce

a conformation more optimal for substrate binding, which
might simply occur by an induced-fit mechanism upon bind-

ing of the substrate. Further biochemical and structural

studies on Bub1 will be required to clarify this matter.
7. The structural mechanisms of
regulation by phosphorylation on
the activation loop

Many protein kinases require phosphorylation for activation,

at one or multiple serine, threonine and tyrosine residues.

Although phosphorylation can occur at sites throughout the

protein, the region that is most commonly involved in regu-

lation is the activation loop. Phosphorylation here is often a

key characteristic of protein kinase regulation and is fre-

quently used as a marker of kinase activity. The activation



Figure 6. Sequence alignment of mitotic kinase activation segments, compared with protein kinase A (PKA). The alignment was produced using CLUSTALW2.
Absolutely conserved residues are marked with an asterisk, conservatively substituted residues with a colon and semi-conservative substitutions with a dot. Potential
sites of activating phosphorylation are highlighted in yellow. Sites that have been confirmed to have an activating role in a crystal structure are marked in bold type.
The ‘GT’ motif in the Pþ1 loop is underlined.
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loops of kinases vary in length and often contain multiple

serine, threonine or tyrosine residues, making it difficult to

predict the sites of activating phosphorylation based purely

on sequence (figure 6). Phosphorylation sites can be ident-

ified by mass spectrometry, which are then validated, most

commonly using site-specific mutagenesis. In principle,

mutating the site of activating phosphorylation to alanine

should render the kinase inactive (or at least decrease

activity), and mutating to aspartate/glutamate should acti-

vate the kinase (at least to higher than the activity of

unphosphorylated kinase). In practice, this can yield false

results because serine/threonine residues can play structural

or catalytic roles in the kinase mechanism (e.g. the conserved

threonine in the P þ 1 loop) and aspartate/glutamate can be

a poor phosphomimic [83]. Of course, these ambiguities are

resolved if you can obtain a crystal structure of the kinase

phosphorylated specifically on the appropriate residue that

shows how the modification enhances activity. This can be

technically challenging, and has thus far only been done

for Plk1, Aurora-A and Aurora-B of the mitotic kinases

[84–86]. These structures provide a mechanistic basis for

understanding the role of phosphorylation in the activation

of mitotic kinases.

Kinases that are activated through phosphorylation of

their activation loop usually have a canonical HRD motif,

and the arginine residue within the motif recognizes the

phosphorylated activation loop [60]. This interaction stabilizes

the activation segment in a conformation that efficiently recog-

nizes substrate. The HRD motif is thus crucial in maintenance

of the kinase active state as well as being important in cataly-

sis. In many kinases, the phosphorylated side chain forms

interact with other arginine/lysine residues that also stabilize

the kinase in its active conformation, such as in the b9

strand of the activation segment or in the aC-helix. In the

absence of phosphorylation, these basic side chains repel

each other, destabilizing the active kinase conformation. The

presence or absence of the residues that recognize the primary

phosphorylation site reveal whether or not a kinase is likely to

be regulated by phosphorylation on the activation loop.

Phosphorylation of Cdk2/Cyclin A complex is essential for

full activity, although because CAK is constitutively active, this
is not a regulatory step in the strictest sense. In the structure of

the phosphorylated Cdk2/Cyclin A complex (figure 4a),

pThr160 is mostly buried, where it interacts with three

arginine residues at the canonical positions (aC, b9, HRD).

There is ongoing debate regarding the kinases upstream of

Plk1, which include Aurora-A, Aurora-B, Plkk1 (Plk kinase-1,

also known as Snf1 in humans) and PKA [12,87–90]. The

structural mechanism of Plk1 activation is more straightfor-

ward—its conformation is largely unchanged during the

activation process and appears to be regulated only by phos-

phorylation (figure 7). During mitosis, and more specifically

at the G2/M phase boundary, Plk1 undergoes phosphoryl-

ation at Thr210 in the activation loop [91,92]. Structures

resolved by the Romanowski group show that this threonine

residue moves a distance of 2.9 Å upon phosphorylation

(PDB entries 3D5U, 3D5W) [84]. The structure of unpho-

sphorylated Plk1 has many of the features of an active

kinase, including an intact hydrophobic spine and the Lys–

Glu salt bridge, and structural changes upon phosphoryl-

ation are largely confined to the activation segment. It is

tempting to speculate that an additional H-bond interaction

between His105, part of the hydrophobic spine, and the b4

strand main chain contributes to the stability of the unpho-

sphorylated Plk1 structure (figure 7). The phosphate group

on Thr210 interacts with the side chain of Arg175 in the

HRD motif, but Plk1 lacks basic residues on the canonical

positions of the aC helix and b9, and so this interaction

appears to be sufficient to lock the activation segment in

the active conformation, such that Thr214 can form an

H-bond with the catalytic aspartic acid of the HRD motif.

Plk1 does have basic residues at other positions that are in

proximity to the phosphate group (figure 7c and table 1).

Hence, the presence of the phosphate group neutralizes

the positive charge of this region, in addition to promoting

stabilizing interactions.

Aurora-A and Aurora-B kinase are phosphorylated at

threonine residues within their activation loops at Thr288

and Thr232, respectively, which increases catalytic activity

[85,86]. Although Aurora-A and Aurora-B can be phosphory-

lated by other kinases, the principal mechanism in cells

appears to be autophosphorylation [90,93,94]. Like Plk1, the
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structure of unphosphorylated Aurora-A has an intact hydro-

phobic spine and Lys–Glu salt bridge, suggesting that its

activation occurs primarily through stabilization of the acti-

vation segment. Aurora kinases have canonical basic

residues for recognition of phosphate in the HRD motif and

the aC helix, but, like Plk1, lack a canonical basic residue

on the b9 strand, which is perhaps compensated for by the

presence of an additional basic residue on the activation

loop. Remarkably, despite the presence of these three basic
residues, our structure of phosphorylated Aurora-A shows

that the activation segment does not adopt a conformation

similar to that observed for active kinase structures—the

phosphate group on Thr288 does not interact with Arg255

of the HRD motif, and Thr292 does not form the expected

H-bond with Asp256 in the HRD motif (figure 7e,f ). The

final stabilization of the activation segment is brought

about by binding of TPX2, which will be described in the fol-

lowing section. There is no structure of phosphorylated
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Aurora-B alone, so it is not clear whether phosphorylation is

sufficient to order the activation segment. Aurora-A has also

been reported to be activated by phosphorylation at multiple

sites within its N-terminal domain, which has been observed

as an autoinhibitory domain [95–97]. However, there are cur-

rently no structural data regarding this domain, nor how it

might regulate catalytic activity.

Among the mitotic Nek kinases, there are no structures

of Nek6 and Nek9, and there are only unphosphorylated

structures of Nek2 and Nek7. However, these structures

are sufficient to infer some details of their regulation by

phosphorylation. Structures of Nek2 and Nek7 show disrup-

ted hydrophobic spines and disordered activation segments

(or activation segments in inactive conformations), and the

Lys–Glu salt bridge is absent. These kinases need to undergo

substantial changes in order to form an active conformation,

and although we cannot at present say whether phosphoryl-

ation is sufficient to induce all of these changes, we know that

phosphorylation is a key determinant of activity in all these

kinases. Nek2 is activated upon autophosphorylation of

Thr175 within the activation loop [32,73], which is reversed

by PP1 [98–100]. Nek2 is also phosphorylated by the signal-

ling protein Mst2 in its C-terminal non-catalytic domain,

although the mechanism by which this step activates the

kinase is unknown [101]. The activation loops of Nek6 and
Nek7 are rich in Ser/Thr residues, although mutagenesis

studies have highlighted the importance of some, but not

others (figure 6). These kinases are capable of autophosphor-

ylation at Ser206Nek6 and Ser195Nek7, respectively [102], and

Nek9 can also phosphorylate them at these serine residues

[31,38]. Nek9 is phosphorylated by Plk1 on Thr210 [103],

but can also autophosphorylate this threonine [31,104]. The

activating phosphorylation sites on Nek2, Nek6, Nek7 and

Nek9 are equivalent to Thr210Plk1/Thr288Aurora-A, and they

all have at least two basic residues in the canonical positions

for phosphate recognition that could stabilize an active con-

formation. Therefore, we assume that phosphorylation

would lead to stabilization of the activation segment in a

conformation similar to that observed for PKA.

The phospho-regulation of Mps1 is complex and has several

interesting features. Mps1 is capable of autophosphorylating

multiple residues within its activation loop, and Thr675,

Thr676 and Thr686 are all phosphorylated during mitosis

[55,105,106]. There are no structures of Mps1 in an active confor-

mation, and many structures in similar inactive conformations

from the Eyers, Tabernero, Knapp, Lei and Liu groups

(figure 8a) [105,107–109]. The lysine–glutamate pair is not

formed, and instead the side chain of Glu571 interacts with

the main chain of the activation segment, and the side chain

of Lys553 is bound to a polyethylene glycol molecule
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originating from the crystallization solution. The hydrophobic

spine is disrupted between Phe665 of the DFG motif and

His645 of the HRD motif. The mechanism by which activation

loop phosphorylation of Mps1 activates the kinase has not been

resolved, but it must be highly unusual because Mps1 lacks the

usual motifs that might interact with the phosphorylated acti-

vation loop. It is not an RD kinase (the Arg is replaced by

Ser), the two basic residues on the aC-helix are positioned on

the opposite side of the helix to the activation loop, and there

is no basic residue in the b9 strand. There is a basic residue

(Lys681) at the equivalent position on the activation loop to

that involved in phosphate recognition in Plk1/Aurora-A/

Aurora-B; however, this residue is disordered in all current

Mps1 structures, and its role in kinase activation is unknown

(figure 6). It has been proposed that a basic patch C-terminal

to the activation segment might interact with the phosphory-

lated activation loop, and indeed mutations at Lys708 and

Lys710 reduce kinase activity [105]. However, the only crystal

structure of Mps1 in which the phosphorylated side chains of

Thr675, Thr676 and Ser677 are ordered also shows an inactive

conformation, with all three phosphates positioned out into sol-

vent (PDB code 3H9F). In this case, an inactive conformation of

the activation loop is probably stabilized by interactions

with the ligand bound to the active site [109]. More surpris-

ingly, there is strong evidence that Thr686 within the GT

motif is phosphorylated during mitosis and that this form of

the kinase is active. This is an unprecedented modification in

a protein kinase, and suggests that this modification might

switch the specificity from serine/threonine to tyrosine sub-

strates [105]. Structural studies on specific phospho-states of

Mps1 will clarify the mechanism of activation, but will be

technically challenging.
8. The structural mechanisms of regulation
by binding partners

Cdks are the best-known examples of protein kinases that are

activated by the binding of a partner protein, which in this

case are cyclins, and the details of the mechanism have been

extensively reviewed [9,10]. Cyclin A forms an extensive inter-

face with unphosphorylated Cdk2, interacting primarily with

the a1/aC helix and activation segment (figures 3 and 4a).

This releases the activation segment from its autoinhibitory

conformation, and remoulds the conformation of Cdk2 into a

partially active form, in which the Lys–Glu salt bridge is

formed, the hydrophobic spine is assembled and Thr160 is

accessible for phosphorylation. One way of thinking about

the function of the cyclin is that it completes the proper folding

of the kinase domain, and that the Cdk on its own has an

incomplete catalytic domain because it requires the cyclin for

it to fold properly and have activity [10].

The catalytic activity of Aurora kinases depends on the

binding of a number of protein-binding partners and crystal

structures of the Aurora-A/TPX2 and Aurora-B/inner centro-

mere protein (INCENP) complexes have shed light on their

respective activation mechanisms (figures 7 and 9) [85,86].

TPX2 is a microtubule-associated protein [110], and

INCENP is another component of the CPC [111]. Residues

7–21 of TPX2 bind to the N-lobe of Aurora-A in an extended

conformation, and residues 30–40 form a short helix

that binds between the N-lobe and the activation loop

(figure 9a) [85]. This interaction generates conformational
changes in the activation loop of Aurora-A, leading to a

fully active conformation, in which key interactions are estab-

lished, between pThr288 and Arg255, Arg180 (aC-helix) and

Arg286, as well as between Thr292 and Asp256 (figure 7e,f ).

When TPX2 is bound to Aurora-A, the phosphate group on

Thr288 is buried, whereas without TPX2, this phosphate is

accessible to phosphatases (figure 7e). This explains why

dephosphorylation of Aurora-A by PP1 is less efficient in

the presence of TPX2.

The structure of Aurora-B bound to INCENP, from the

Musacchio group, shows a similar conformation of the acti-

vation segment to that observed in the Aurora-A/TPX2

complex (figure 9). Residues 798–841 of INCENP bind to

the N-lobe of Aurora-B, forming a series of three helices,

the final two of which occupy a site similar to that of residues

7–21 of TPX2 [86]. The first helix of INCENP does not resemble

TPX2, but instead wraps around the other side of the N-lobe,

forming a contact with the C-terminal region of Aurora-B.

The crystal structure does not capture a fully active confor-

mation of Aurora-B, because the aC-helix and C-lobe are

both rotated 158 away from what is found in the structure of

Aurora-A/TPX2, and one consequence of this is that the

Lys–Glu salt bridge is not formed. It has been proposed that

phosphorylation of a TSS motif in INCENP changes the pos-

ition of Phe837, allowing the aC-helix to rotate into its active

position. Aurora-A and -B are more than 70 per cent identical

in their catalytic domains. TPX2 can discriminate between

Aurora-A and -B on the basis of a single residue, Gly198,

which is Asn in Aurora-B [112]. Indeed, a Gly198 to Asn

mutation in Aurora-A not only ablates TPX2 binding, but

confers regulation by INCENP, so that the mutant somewhat

resembles Aurora-B in its cellular behaviour [113,114].

More recently, the contribution of TPX2 binding and phos-

phorylation to Aurora-A activity have been thoroughly

explored. TPX2 can stimulate the activity of unphosphorylated

Aurora-A, and its energetic contribution to catalysis is 2.1–

2.3 kcal mol21, independent of the phosphorylation state of

Aurora-A [66]. Our working model is that TPX2 activates

unphosphorylated Aurora-A through partial stabilization of

the activation segment. Indeed, we postulate that the first step

of Aurora-A activation is partial stabilization of the activation

segment, whether by phosphorylation or by protein partner

binding. This model is in contrast to the activation pathway

of Cdks, in which cyclin binding and phosphorylation have

distinct and sequential roles.
9. Mitotic kinases with constitutively active
catalytic domains

Bub1 and Haspin do not appear to be obviously regulated

through any of the three common mechanisms discussed

above. This is perhaps not surprising because they diverge

hugely in their regulatory motifs (table 1). Although the

structure of Bub1 was previously mentioned as an example

of autoinhibition, this assignment is debatable and it could

well be regarded as an example of a constitutively active

kinase, with a highly unusual activation segment.

The primary sequence of Haspin is divergent from other

protein kinases, including the catalytic and regulatory motifs

(table 1). Crystal structures from the Knapp and Musacchio

laboratories revealed a recognizable kinase fold, albeit highly

modified, with three major differences from that adopted by
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other kinases (figure 8b) [115,116]. First, the N-lobe is larger,

with elements such as an a-helix inserted between b4 and

b5 that stabilizes the Gly-rich loop. Second, the activation seg-

ment is highly divergent and lacks an APE motif. Third, the

C-lobe is modified by the addition of a two-strand b-sheet

that interacts with the loop between aC and b4, and by the

deletion of the aG helix, which usually abuts the activation

segment. The structures appear to show a constitutively

active kinase, with most of the key catalytic elements such as

the Lys–Glu salt bridge in place, albeit with a few interesting

twists. The aC component of the hydrophobic spine is a Ser,

and the void is partly filled by water molecules and partly

by the side chain of Tyr from the DYT motif that replaces

DFG at the start of the activation segment. The impact of

this on Mg/ATP binding is unclear, although it has been

suggested that, unlike in other kinases, ATP might be recog-

nized directly by the catalytic Asp of the HRD motif and a

histidine residue close by. The activation segment is fully

ordered in a conformation that is highly divergent from

other active kinases, but which appears to be consistent with

substrate binding. The activation loop has no GT motif, and

instead the Tyr722 side chain forms a hydrogen bond with

the catalytic Asp649. During mitosis, Haspin is highly phos-

phorylated, but the structures suggest that Haspin is
probably not regulated by phosphorylation on the activation

loop, even though it conserves two out of three canonical resi-

dues involved in phosphate recognition (Arg648 of the HRD

motif and Arg692 on b9). Indeed, both basic side chains form

salt bridges with glutamic acid residues, and hence their posi-

tive charges are already neutralized and they fulfil structural

roles in the absence of phosphorylation. In addition, the side

chain of Arg648 forms interactions with the main chain at

Trp733 and Glu735. Furthermore, there is only one suitable

phosphorylatable residue on the activation segment (Ser705),

which has not been observed to be phosphorylated [115].
10. Summary and outstanding questions
During mitosis, there is a peak in cellular phosphorylation,

which is thought to effect a wholesale transformation in the

activities of cellular proteins [117]. These phosphorylation

events are catalysed by a subset of protein kinases that are

activated during mitosis. Recent structural studies have pro-

vided molecular insights into the activation mechanisms of

these kinases. Structural studies provide essential validation

of key regulatory steps and contribute to the eventual aim

of understanding these pathways at a systems level; and
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yet there are many questions left unresolved. For a start, there

are no structures of key mitotic kinases such as Lats kinases

or Greatwall, and even in the case of kinases with numerous

entries in the Protein Data Bank, there remain many mechan-

istic questions that require a structural biology approach. In

this concluding section of the review, we will highlight

some of the outstanding questions that need to be addressed

by structural biologists who study mitotic kinases.

Protein crystallography has revealed that active protein

kinases adopt a specific conformation with respect to a key

set of features, including the lysine–glutamate pair, the

HRD and DFG motifs, the hydrophobic spine and a set of

three basic residues that coordinate the activating phosphate

group. These features are mostly conserved at the sequence

level in mitotic protein kinases, although all mitotic kinases

are divergent in at least one feature, which influences how

they achieve an active conformation. Of the mitotic kinases,

only Aurora-A, Plk1 and Haspin have been crystallized in

fully active conformations, although the structures of

Aurora-B/INCENP and Bub1 do exhibit most of the features

of an active kinase. Perhaps most strikingly of all, structures

of Haspin and Bub1 show how an active kinase conformation

(or almost active) can be achieved with highly divergent

kinases despite lacking one of the key hydrophobic spine resi-

dues (Bub1) or several of the usual motifs (Haspin). In crystal

structures of kinases in inactive conformations, these features

are displaced from their active positions in a variety of ways,

which have illuminated their mechanisms of regulation; for

example, in the identification of a novel mechanism of auto-

inhibition in Nek7 and explaining why phosphorylation is

insufficient for full activity in Aurora-A. Other structures

raise the prospect of the existence of autoinhibited states

(Nek2, Aurora-A) or highlight the requirement for further

conformational changes to achieve full activity (Aurora-B/

INCENP, Bub1).
10.1. Autoinhibition and other mechanisms that
prevent activity

Mechanisms that prevent the untimely activation of kinases

are crucial to ensure the fidelity of cell division. Autoinhibi-

tion is one such mechanism, as used in the regulation of

kinases such as Cdk2 and BRAF. In this review, we have

summarized the evidence for autoinhibitory conformations

of mitotic kinases based on crystal structures of Aurora-A,

Nek2 and Nek7. Further studies on these kinases are

required to determine the contribution that these autoinhibi-

tory states make to the physiological regulation of kinase

activity. Future structural studies will reveal how these auto-

inhibitory states are reversed, for example through the

interaction of Nek9 with Nek7. Reversal of activating

phosphorylation by phosphatases is another mechanism

deployed to prevent untimely kinase activation, and a clear

example of this is the inhibition of Nek2 by PP1 [100]. It is

important to identify the bona fide phosphatase partners of

other mitotic kinases, to understand the basis of their selec-

tivity and regulation. Along these lines, it has recently been

shown that PP6, not PP1, is the key Aurora-A inhibitory

phosphatase and is capable of dephosphorylating the

TPX2/Aurora-A complex [118]. A clear priority for future

studies is the elucidation of the structural basis by which

cellular phosphatases recognize mitotic kinases.
10.2. Activation by phosphorylation
Almost all mitotic kinases are regulated at some level by

phosphorylation, and in many cases a site of activating

phosphorylation has been identified on the activation loop

(table 1). In Plk1, this phosphorylation event is sufficient to

generate a stable conformation of the activation loop compa-

tible with substrate binding, but Aurora-A also requires the

binding of TPX2. How this works in other mitotic kinases

could be resolved by tackling the crystal structures of these

kinases in singly phosphorylated forms without other bind-

ing partners. However, this is technically challenging, and

is unlikely to be high on the list of priorities of structural biol-

ogists unless there is strong reason to believe that the answer

will be interesting. We think, though, that the effort would be

worth it for Mps1 because it lacks the three canonical basic

residues used for recognition of a phosphorylated activation

loop, and so phosphorylation might act through a novel

structural mechanism. In fact, we believe that it is feasible

to derive many insights into the conformational changes

upon phosphorylation from biochemical data, which might

be a more attractive option to address these issues [66]. Per-

haps a more important challenge for structural biologists is

to resolve the structural basis of kinase regulation by phos-

phorylation at sites away from the activation loop in the

catalytic domain, such as inhibitory phosphorylation of

Ser342 of Aurora-A or Ser241 of Nek2 [73,83]. Generating

protein samples for structural biology (or biochemical

studies) that have a fully specified and homogeneous phos-

phorylation state remains a challenge, and we are currently

exploring chemical approaches to solve this problem.
10.3. Role of non-catalytic domains and binding
partners

Some mitotic kinases do not become fully activated until

bound to a partner protein, triggering a conformational

change, which may release an autoinhibitory state (such as

postulated in Nek9 allosteric activation of Nek7), reveal pre-

viously hidden additional phosphorylation sites (such as in

cyclin activation of Cdks) or lock the protein in an active

state (such as in TPX2 stimulation of phospho-Aurora-A

activity). From a structural point of view, there are broad

similarities between the ways that cyclins remodel the Cdk

structure and TPX2/INCENP complement the catalytic

domains of Aurora kinases. Not least of these is that the bind-

ing partners form crucial interactions with the a1/aC helix,

and (at least in the case of cyclins and TPX2) with the acti-

vation segment. In this regard, they function similarly to

the N- and C-terminal extensions of PKA [85]. To date, all

structures of activatory binding partners show recognition

of a hydrophobic groove on the surface of the N-lobe,

which is formed by the aC helix and b4 strand. This feature

is commonly involved in the regulation of AGC family

kinases, to which the Auroras bear closest resemblance, but

not in other kinase families [119]. Other mitotic kinases,

including Plk1, Nek2 and Mps1, also have a hydrophobic

groove, and although we do not know of any proteins that

interact at this site in these kinases, we have observed crystal

packing interactions with the hydrophobic groove in Nek2

that mimic the situation in AGC kinases, and it is known

that dimerization activates the Nek2 kinase in cells [74].
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Although in existing structures Nek7 lacks an obvious

hydrophobic groove, Tyr97 is located precisely where one

might expect a groove to open up to accommodate Nek9 in

order to reverse autoinhibition, and this hypothesis has

informed our current studies on this complex. There is clearly

a lot more to kinase regulation and function than is encoded

in the structure of the catalytic domain, and further examples

of domains and binding partners that ‘complete’ the kinase

domain are undoubtedly out there waiting to be discovered.

Indeed, many other activatory binding partners of Aurora-A

have been identified, such as Ajuba, I2 and Cep192, and it is

not known whether they work through mechanisms similar

to or different from TPX2. Activation by a binding partner

localizes kinase activity to a specific spindle region or protein

complex. This fulfils an important regulatory role because the

consensus sequences phosphorylated by some mitotic

kinases overlap, perhaps best exemplified by Aurora-B

(which phosphorylates substrates at the kinetochore) and

Aurora-A (which phosphorylates substrates at the centro-

some and spindle microtubules), but both kinases have the

capability to phosphorylate peptides with similar sequences

in vitro [120]. It would not be surprising if the other mitotic

kinase families used localization through activatory binding

partners to determine substrate specificity.

10.4. Substrate recognition
There are currently no structures of mitotic kinase catalytic

domains bound to substrates, and although in some cases

these interactions can be modelled with a degree of confi-

dence, there are other examples for which an experimental

structure would be very interesting [120]. For example,

Haspin and Bub1 have unusual structures in the expected

substrate-binding regions, and in the particular case of

Haspin, it would be interesting to resolve how its unusual

activation segment contributes to the reading and writing

of the histone code. Moreover, the structure of Bub1 bound

to a peptide substrate would address whether or not a sub-

stantial conformational change is required in the activation

segment in order to form an active structure. Sequences

outside the catalytic domain may contribute to substrate rec-

ognition, and the best-known example of this is Plk1, which

recognizes substrates through its polo box [91,92]. There are

countless other examples for which we have no structural

information, such as the interaction between the non-catalytic

domain of Aurora-A and p53, the recognition of substrates

by the N-terminal extensions of Nek6 and Nek7, and the

contribution of Haspin’s non-catalytic domain to substrate
recognition [121]. These are important targets for future

structural studies, although challenging, because these

domains appear to be natively disordered in the absence

of substrate.

10.5. Mitotic kinases as drug targets
Mitotic kinases are an important class of drug target, and

understanding their regulatory mechanisms is key to effective

new treatments for various hyperproliferative diseases, most

notably cancer. Structural characterization of kinases facili-

tates rational drug design, enabling kinase active sites to be

selectively targeted by tailor-made inhibitors. This has

played a crucial role in the development of ATP-competitive

inhibitors of Aurora kinases, Plk1, Mps1 and Nek2

[77,108,109,122–124]. Building on these studies, with the

aid of structural biology, it should be possible to design

chemical inhibitors specific for each and every mitotic

kinase. In combination with systems biology approaches,

this could transform our understanding of the networks of

kinases that coordinate mitosis. It will require some thought-

ful experimental design to dissect out the role of different

populations of each kinase as mitosis progresses, and to

tease apart their interdependent relationships. Moreover,

this will have to include the contribution of kinase-binding

partners such as TPX2, which is not only crucial for the local-

ization and activity of Aurora-A, but can affect the potency of

kinase inhibitors [79,125].

In this review, we have described the remarkable progress

in the resolution of mitotic kinase structures, and explained

how these models have contributed to our understanding

of their regulation and function. There are still many unan-

swered questions relating to the structural biology of

mitotic kinases, and we have identified what we consider

to be priorities for future work. Finally, we look forward to

further developments in the field as the molecular details of

mitotic signalling pathways are elaborated further, and this

knowledge is translated into improvements in human health.
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